GETTING STARTED WITH “SUBMIT IMAGE TO A COMPETITION”
In this “Getting Started” guide, I will discuss two methods to “Submit Image to a
Competition”. All of the competitions from January 2018 to April 2018 are
prepared but only the January 11, 2018 competitions is OPEN; all others are
CLOSED at the moment. Because of the holidays, I have opened the January
11, 2018 competition early (November 21, 2017) to give you ample opportunity
to get your January 2018 images in before it closes on January 7, 2018.
I assume you are logged into your User Account on the New Saguaro CC Website.
Select “Competitions” from the “Toolbar”. A dropdown menu will appear with
several choices. At present, there are no “Competition Results” to report. And, we
will not be using the “Vote on Competition Images”. We will skip over
“Competition Types” because you will see these during this “Getting Started”
guide. For now, Select “Submit Images to a Competition”. Again, we are not
actually going to submit images at this time.

The next page will display when you select “Submit Images to a Competition”.
You may get a notice that the page is reporting that “No competitions match your
selection criteria”. This would be because all competitions are CLOSED at this
time. Check Organization>Calendar for opening and closing dates for competitions
or follow the instruction below concerning a check box to reveal all competitions.

In order to see the CLOSED competitions, check the small square check box
“Include closed competitions”.

The page above will display. Here are all the Saguaro CC 2018 Spring
competitions. The top two competitions are those for the January 11, 2018
competition:
 Saguaro CC Assigned—Nature
 Saguaro CC Assigned—Open
Below these, you will see the remaining Spring 2018 competitions. In the far right
column you will see that these two competitions CLOSE on January 7, 2018 at
11:30PM.
NOTE: In the new Saguaro CC website, competitions have both an Opening
date and time as well as a Closing date and time. I have tried to provide an
Opening date about two weeks in advance of the Closing date and time. The
latter is as usual, the Sunday before the Thursday competition. Please help
Norma and me by abiding by these dates and by becoming familiar with the
“Submit images to a Competition” procedure. There is a lot of “behind the
scenes” work to be done between closing and projecting at the competition.
We greatly appreciate you getting your correctly sized and titled images in on
time. The image size and file size are as usual:
Maximum dimensions are 1400 pixels on the horizontal side and 1050 pixels
on the vertical side. Maximum .jpg file size is no larger than 1 MB. (see
example below)
Image titles MUST NOT exceed 35 characters
By selecting the “SELECT” button on the left side of each competition you
will see the complete details for that particular competition. Assigned—Open
will always be the same. However, the assigned competition types will vary.
Those that are standard PSA competitions such as Nature, Photo Travel and
Photojournalism, will have definitions as provided by PSA. For the “unusual”
assigned competition types and insofar as possible, I will endeavor to provide
a reasonable definition.
Feel free to explore the competition drop down menu. I cannot recommend
the videos associated with these pages because they are a bit confusing and
address features of the Visual Pursuits software that we will not be using.

Pre-Planning Before Submitting to a Competition
For a particular competition(s), I suggest you size your .jpg images to 1400x1050
and under 1Mb. Check that your title does not exceed 35 characters and has
only alphanumeric characters; !@#$%^&*()+”><?,`~\|= are not permissible.
Next, place your images (2 Open and 2 Assigned) in a separate folder on your
hard drive, flash drive or mobile drive. I suggest titling that folder something
like SAG January 2018 Competition. You could do this for any subsequent
competitions ahead of time as well.

There are two methods of submitting an image(s) to a competition:
1. Direct method.—Fastest and easiest way.
2. Add images from My Image Library—Longer but relatively easy as well.
Submit Images to the Assigned Competition—Direct Method
For this discussion, I will use the January 11, 2018 competitions, Open and
Assigned Nature competitions. On December 26, 2017, at 8:00 AM, this
competition will Open for entries and Close on January 7, 2018 at midnight.
At the bottom of the “Submit Images to a Competition” page you will find the two
competitions (Open and Assigned Nature). NOTE: These will vary depending on
the competitions you are entering on any given month.

Click on Select and you will open a page with descriptive information for that
particular competition. In this case, the competition is for Saguaro CC Assigned
Nature. At the top of the page, you will see information pertaining to image size
1400x1050 pixels and under 1 MB in size. Your title may be no longer than 35
characters. Since this competition is Nature, you will see the PSA definition of
Nature. Images that do not meet this definition will be disqualified from the
competition by the competition judges. If you have questions regarding any aspect
of the definition ask me, Norma Walsh or any other member of the Competition
Committee (Nancy Sams, Phyllis Picardi, or Sandy Kwas). Scroll down to the
bottom of this page and you will see this instruction. For the Direct method we will
select “Upload Images into the Competition”.

Another page will appear. Scroll down to see a “Select” button. This button is the
key to the Direct method of submitting images to a competition.

Next, navigate to the folder where your four images for this competition are
located (see above “Pre-Planning Before Submitting to a Competition”).
Remember, you can only submit 2 images to each of the two competitions in a
given month (2 Open and 2 Assigned). Now, select the 2 Nature images for this
competition and drag and drop them on the “Select” button. The “Select” button
will activate and tell you to “Drop Files Here”. In a moment, your images will
begin to upload. You will see this as a yellow dot to the left of your image file
name. That dot will change to green when your image(s) have completed
uploading (green arrows below). Notice to the right is an “X Remove” (red arrows
below) that will allow you to delete that image and select another if you so desire.

When you are satisfied select the “Save Images and Proceed to Edit Page” button
(blue arrow above). Or, you can choose “Return to Competition without
submitting” button that will take you out to start over.

Here are the two images you submitted to the Nature competition. There are
several things to see on this page before you move on. The Direct method 1)
uploads into the competition and 2) uploads them into your Image Library. The
“Author’s Image Id” is a place to put in some key words that can help you find
them in your Image Library as it grows in size. For competition images, I suggest
something like Competition January 2018. That way “Competition”, “January
2018” or just “2018” could locate these images with different degrees of
specificity. Of course, “Competition 2018” could locate all competition images
submitted in 2018. This would make finding them easier for your 2018 End-ofYear competition. If you are satisfied with the images, continue by selecting the
“Save any changes and return to original page” button. Scroll down on the page
that appears to see confirmation that your images have been successfully submitted
to this competition.

There are a number of things to see on this page. Below each of your images, there
are three buttons with self-explanatory text (red, green and blue arrows). If you are
satisfied, select “Return to Competition List” (large blue arrow A) and you are
through submitting your 2 images to the Assigned Nature competition.
NOTE: The large blue arrow B indicates that you have submitted the
maximum number of images to this competition. If you were to change your
mind and wish to delete and replace one or both images submitted to this

competition, you will need to first delete one or both images from your Image
Library and re-submit one or two new images by following these instructions from
the start. While the description of the Direct method has been lengthy, it is fast
and quite simple once you become familiar with it.
Submit Images to the Open Competition—Direct Method
Submitting your 2 images to the Open competition is exactly the same as described
above. Begin by selecting the Open competition and follow the prompts as you
move through the pages.

Submit Images to a competition via Add Images from My Image Library
As mentioned above, the Direct method of submitting images to a competition is
much easier and faster. However, there be times when you may wish to submit
images you have already placed in your Image Library following the instructions
in the “Getting Started” guide 03 SAG CC getting started-My Image Library and
Galleries 10-10-17.pdf. This method has many of the same pages illustrated and
discussed above. Thus, it should be familiar to you as you proceed from this
starting point.

In this example, I will submit 2 images to the Open competition. I will select these
images that I have uploaded to My Image Library beforehand.
What Does Open Mean?
Before we start, let’s consider what an Open image might be. There is no specific
definition of Open other than “Open is Open”. Essentially, anything can be entered
into an Open competition:

 An Open image may be color, monochrome (black & white, toned or multitoned). Infrared images are generally monochrome but may be processed
with color.
 An Open image can be a carefully crafted image with good technicality
(dimensionality, leading lines, proper cropping, tonality, texture, etc.) and
most of all a compelling subject. Such an image may also comply with the
restrictions of the “PSA Reality” Divisions: Nature, Photo Travel, or
Photojournalism (i.e., minimal manipulation).
 An Open image may be a Creative or “Altered Reality” image. Such an
image has been crafted using Photoshop and various plug-in software
ranging from mild to highly processed. Some photographers like to process
their photographs to have a “painterly” look; these also may be mild to
extreme. Creative images can be an exciting walk on the “wild side”, but
many judges carry a strong bias against such images and score them low;
such is “Life in Art and the Aesthetic Sublime”.
 An Open Image may be crafted using unconventional photographic
techniques.
These are just a few examples of what Open images may be.
Let’s return to submitting images from your Image Library. When you select “Add
Images from my Image Library” a page will appear where you can input various
search criteria. At this point, we will ignore these and scroll down to the bottom of
this page where we will see the following options.

There are several options here. If you have many images in your Image Library,
you could “Display Recent Uploads”. Or, you could “Search for Images” that will
display all the images in your Image Library. This could be quite extensive and
complicated. Here is where using the “Author’s Image Id”, discussed above, can

come in handy. I only have two images in my Image Library so “Search for
Images” is an easy choice here.

First, notice the page is informing you that you can submit a maximum of 2
images. You will see thumbnails of your images with various associated image
information. Most important for our purpose are the small check boxes (red
arrows). You may have considerably more than two images in your Image Library
so you can search for the two you want to submit to the competition. Here I will
check both of these boxes and then select the “Finish Marking Desired Images”
button. That will take us to the Image submission Confirmation Page we discussed
at the end of the Direct Method above. You have all the same options here as
discussed above.
At this point, we have entered our 2 images into each of the two competitions
(Open and Assigned). Select “Return to Competition List” and you are done and
ready to go for the next monthly competition.
Good luck. If you have trouble or questions contact me james@gfstarharbor.net
(623-556-1075) or Norma njw2200@gmail.com.
Cheers,
James D. Smith, Saguaro CC Webmaster
Updated: December 7, 2017

